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Excerpts
from the
Keynote
Address

ASWA SPRING CONFERENCE

BUENAVISTA PALACE
WALT DISNEY WORLD VILLAGE
MAY 31-JUNE 4,1989
Helen M. Shepherd, a partner with
Touche Ross & Co. in Los Angeles
and national president of ASWA
in 1981-82, used the occasion of her
25th anniversary in public
accounting to open the Spring
Conference with “Reflections and
Projections of Women in the
Accounting Profession. ”

18/The Woman CPA, July 1989

On Barriers to Women

“The key message is how far we’ve come and how easy
it will be to get through that next barrier.”
“Whatever barriers we see are imaginary, they’re not
real.”

At the reception on Saturday night, honorees included
Patty Morgan, 1988-89 president; Gayle Powelson, presi
dent-elect; and Rachel Query, 1989-90 president.

On Discrimination Toward
Women in Accounting

“Discrimination is not a roadblock that can be used as
an excuse. It is something to work through.”
“I do think today that we have an open hiring field.”

“Geography has a lot to do with the progress of
women. Progress on the East coast and West coast
is not as difficult as in the Mid-west. Yet there are
some communities that are ahead of California.”
“I don’t think the progress of women in accounting is
just a matter of numbers.”
“I think we are over the pay differential hurdle in
public accounting. In industry, we are not there
for equal pay for equal work. Pay differentials
have to be addressed.”
“I think the academic side of the issue is important.
The influences are important. It is important for
those of us in public accounting and industry to
support women in academics.”
“In respect to perqs, we have come out of the dark
ages. In the big public accounting firms, the overt
discrimination is gone; the covert discrimination is
still there. As far as industry is concerned, we still
have a way to go.”

“Women are not exercising the power they have.
Women are more reluctant to take the power they
have and use it. You take as much power as you
can possibly grab, you put that power to work on
your assignments, and just go out and do them.
You have to think, ‘This is my job, I’ve got to get it
done, and I’ll do what it takes.’”
“How to use power and perqs should be a part of the
mentoring process. We have to be more careful
about the mentoring we do. Mentoring is a much
more important part of this process than we give it
credit.”
On Career Path Expectations

“It’s easy to sell accounting to women because there
are alternative work times. Microcomputers at
home have helped women today to have more
flexible work schedules.”
“I’m somewhat frightened by the ‘mommy track.’ In
my estimation, it is not something to be
encouraged. Maybe the parenting track will work
if men take advantage of it.”

Mary E. Scout, CPA, and B. Jean Hunt, CPA, 1989
recipients of the A. T. Cross Women of Achievement
Award.

On the Comfort Zone: Men vs. Women

“I think we still have a lot of static between men and
women. It’s a two-way street.”

“It’s a male working environment. Differences exist
between the male and female thinking processes.
Men are linear thinkers. Women have an eclectic
approach. A woman’s intuitive approach brings
discomfort to men. Big business, as far as how
group meetings are conducted, is going to have to
change.”
“Many women view the public accounting
environment as a hostile environment. Women
need rewards. Men claim they don’t need rewards.
Another problem is assignments; women are not
getting the right assignments.”
On Femininity
“There has been a lot of discussion about androgynous
women. I do view myself as sex neutral. When I
need power, I grab my blue suit, a holdover habit
from the John Malloy days.

“Sex neutral is one thing but don’t forget your
femininity in other things. Women react better to
sex neutral. Men react better if there is some
femininity.”
On the Current Status

“We have come from the dark ages to the time of
having power and perqs.”
“I’ve got to say that we are still climbing.”
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